
Women Power
Spouses of Defence Officers as well as those who have donned the uniform of the
defence services, have immense potential as individuals. While many of them have
already established themselves as successful independent entities, a very large
number still has to recognise and exploit their inherent hidden capabilities and
worth. In this series we plan to showcase the achievements of such spouses of the
members of Forces Network who have carved a niche for themselves through hard
work, grit and determination, so as to provide adequate motivation to the others.

I N  I N T E R A C T I O N  W I T H  U D A Y  K  S H R I W A S

Uday:  Please tell us about yourself, what you do, and how you started?
Bindu: I am the Chief Operating Officer of Hum Fauji Financial Services Pvt Ltd,

popularly known as "Hum Fauji Initiatives" in armed forces circles. Being from a pure

non-fauji background, I did not have even the faintest idea of what fauj is when I was

getting married, except what I had been fed through Bollywood and the TV soaps. 

 And, now we are celebrating our 30th marriage anniversary this year!

As the COO of the company, I am heading the non-financial planning verticals of the

company which consists of HR, Backend Operations, Marketing, Sales, Accounts, and

Administration. My main job is, what I learnt so intently in fauj, taking care of our 40

team members, seeing to it that they are happy, motivated and feel cared for. This is

something that I totally credit to my learnings in the Army. Sometimes when I look at

these young faces, I am reminded of the young officers and ladies who were in our

battalion when Sanjeev, my husband, was commanding in Tezpur and how much effort

we both used to put in to have a healthy and happy environment in the Battalion.

Hum Fauji Initiatives took shape out of literally thin air! We were at DSSC, Wellington

where Sanjeev was a DS. At the end of the three year tenure, he got nominated for

HDMC Course at CDM, Secunderabad. I was very happy because, being from the Corps

of  EME,  Secunderabad  was  like  our  second  home  town  and  we  had very pleasant 
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memories of  the place, and one of my daughters was born there in Military Hospital.

Also, Sanjeev getting nominated for the prestigious HDMC course was a matter of

pride, but then Sanjeev dropped a bombshell saying that he will not go for the course! 

 I was shocked since he never gave an inkling that such an idea had germinated in his

mind. Anyway, we talked at length about it and he finally attended the course, but I

knew then that we are not likely to be around in fauj for too long.

After the course, where Sanjeev also got a medal, he got posted to Army HQ and

almost immediately on joining his duty, he put up his application for Premature

Retirement. His application did not get approved for two years due to his overall profile

and also being MTech from IIT, Kanpur. We used these two years to plan our future

company’s details, Sanjeev got his financial credentials right for the business and we

readied our seat-belts for what we knew will be a long, tough ride ahead. I started the

company in Nov 2009 when Sanjeev was still serving and Sanjeev joined it in April 2010

after he could finally leave the Army.

Actually, the ‘ride’ came out to be bumpier than a rodeo, more unpredictable than the

stock markets and more nerve-wrenching than a very long roller-coaster. Had we

known that a greenfield venture is so much of fear, uncertainty and doubt, we might

have done much more introspection before we jumped into it! Almost 3½ years of Zero

net income to the house from the venture, children choosing to go abroad for studies

during the very same time, and we still having many liabilities at that time – a scenario

which seems almost frightening now. Of course, our good financial planning and

accumulations of the earlier years sailed us through those years, but then perhaps, this

is what start-ups have always been all about.
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The good old days in the Army life - welcome of the married couple



Uday: What is your vision behind starting your businesses?
Bindu: When we decided that we should also look at what the grass on the other side

is, we did a lot of work on what should we do in the civil. Of course, both of us going

the corporate way was always an option, but not something which appealed to any of

us.  We used the classic army teaching of writing down all options for the Plan, used

even in the AWWA meets! and then scoring out what did not appeal to us or was not

likely to work out. In the end we found we had scored out practically everything!

I then remembered that Sanjeev has a great passion for personal financial advisory. In

fact, he was the unofficial financial consultant of his course, and his thesis in HDMC was

also on Personal Financial Management of Indian Army Officers. He used to lament on

how, in spite of getting good salaries, most of the armed forces officers are not able to

lead a great fulfilling life due to poor understanding of how money management

works. I suggested to him to look at this field. We discussed for many days on this and

decided that a passion becoming work means you’ll not be working anymore!

I also loved this theme because I had myself seen officers, men and their families

having serious financial problems and most of these problems arising largely out of

lack of financial awareness. In fact, more than a business, to both of us, the idea

appealed as something which we can give back to this fabulous armed force fraternity

which had nurtured us for so long, in such a beautiful way.  That’s where our vision was

born – Hum Fauji Initiatives understands the challenges and anxieties of a fauji life. The

promoters envision it to be the One-Stop financial solution to armed force families in

all their life’s pursuits. The comprehensive solution encompasses wealth management,

investment planning, retirement and life planning, children’s education and marriage,

tax planning, loans, insurances, Wills and Trusts, real estate solutions and all other such

financial requirements of an armed forces family’s life.

Uday: Did you have this passion even before marriage, or was it something that
got ignited after marriage?
Bindu: Frankly speaking, it was never my passion – it was Sanjeev’s. And the company,

Hum Fauji Initiatives, too was born due to it. However, as we went into it deeper, it has

become something that I too have got attached to very dearly. We have helped so

many fauji families, widows, children, grief-stricken and others, who really felt that they

were in a totally hopeless condition, that I keep wondering why nobody else ever

thought of the need for such a company earlier. The Vision has translated into a Mission

and somewhere, for both of us, the business part has started taking a backseat to the

good that we are able to do to the armed forces community.  Our charity arm, HFI

Welfare Foundation, is helping us realise those dreams and cravings for both of us now.  

I would also give a lot of credit for this to our two daughters, who have been

encouraging us, been pillars of strength to us when we worried and wondered about

our macro and micro decisions, and also guided us. They’re working abroad fortunately

in good companies and have much wider exposure to the corporate world. So, they

become our first and foremost go-to persons when we have our dilemmas regarding so

many things related to the company.
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Uday: Has the Army life had any influence in your decision to pursue this
profession?
Bindu: Absolutely yes. In 2008-09 too, when we were deciding what to do further post-

Army, there was always an underlying, unsaid undercurrent that it has to be something

to do with armed forces and faujis. Somehow this feeling of giving back to armed

forces in whatever way we could was there at that time too even when we actually had

no idea what we are finally going to do! You see, Sanjeev is an ex-NDA and has been in

the fauji environment since he was 16 years and 3 months of age, even though nobody

in his family has ever had anything to do with the Army. Fauj is deeply rooted in him.

My 19 years in the Army as a fauji wife too were some of the best years of my life. The

environment and the people that we knew, were comfortable with and truly loved. We

are right now dealing with only officers and their close family members, but the final

aim is to reach out to each and every rank and their families of the entire Indian armed

forces.
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Sharpening the axe by learning the nuances of leadership at ISB Hyderabad

Uday: Would you like to share the details of your services, and your marketing
strategy?
Bindu: As brought out in the Vision, our aim is financial fulfillment and financial

abundance, and through this, financial empowerment, of armed forces personnel and

their families. So, we aim to be in all the financial verticals and horizontals which touch

them, are relevant to them and can help them in their future financial journeys. 

With this in view, our company’s services encompass everything from comprehensive

life-time 360 degree financial planning to products of almost every genre. However, our

strongest point is our Client Connects and regular portfolio reviews that we do, even

though we manage approximately 3000 fauji clients as of now, large number by

industry standards. With dedicated financial advisor which our clients can connect with

and discuss, we aim to give a stress-free and beautiful experience to our clients. The

aim of all this is to say to them and assure them at every step, that – “Hum Hain Na!”



Regarding our marketing strategy – we have only one strategy ‘For the Faujis. By the

Faujis.’ Exclusively. Three more words added to it – ‘Like the Faujis’ – to convey that fauji

ethics, values and professionalism drive everything that we do and will ever do in

future. We have also recently started a Telegram group named ‘HFI Money Talks’, where

more than 2500 armed forces officers and their spouses have joined (and more are

joining everyday) to learn, explore, discuss, and debate about their aspirations, dreams,

investments and dilemmas about money and get the advice of the community. It is a

powerful way to go about how to go ahead. 

Uday: What is your team like, and how did you build it?
Bindu: We have 40 team members right now, excluding me and Sanjeev, divided into

various functionalities. Financial Planning Section is obviously the biggest one with 33

financial planners and the rest are backend, Admin, HR, and research. We are a very

tightly woven team with everybody doing a very substantive work towards the common

aim. Like all the other companies, we’ve built our team bit-by-bit over the years.

We started solo in 2010 on our drawing room couch, took our first team member in Sep

2010 and have been adding on slow and steadily over the years. When any new team

member joins us, we make it amply clear that we work like faujis, and discipline, ethics,

service and professionalism is the only way to go in this company, like in the armed

forces.

Fauji learnings have been instrumental in building it up, and being the HR Head I have

had huge learning on the way while managing a very young and dynamic team with an

average age in 20's. It is big fun too watching the team members, of my children’s age,

grapple with so many conflicting demands of their career, age, life, family and their

various pulls and pushes, fears and exhilaration. Most of the time I’m standing in as the

second mother to them, rather than a Boss or the COO.
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A day out with the HFI Team



Uday : Where do you operate from, what is your reach, and how do you tackle the
challenges usually associated with this business since there are a lot of players in
this field?
Bindu : We work from a single location in Dwarka, New Delhi. We had opened a branch

office in Gurgaon but immediately thereafter the pandemic struck and we shut it down

after a year.  Technology has now made it very easy to manage any client anywhere in

the world. We have clients in whole of the country and in almost all the major countries

of the world, while still sticking to the ‘Only Faujis’ rule.  Competition is a fact of life in,

every facet of life. In this regard, our bible is the famous book ‘Blue Ocean Strategy’, by

Renée Mauborgne and Chan Kim. We stay clear of unnecessary competition since we

don’t want to waste our energies on hitting our head against a wall or by unnecessarily

getting into the Red Oceans. Among the large personal finance companies in the

country, we stand out as a beacon of niche Marketing and have been invited to speak

at many national forums on how we achieved our singular success by sticking to a

niche and not going out of it, in spite of innumerable occasions when we could have

easily done so.

Here I would like to give huge credit to a lot of our armed forces friends who supported

us, became our ‘clients’ in our initial days displaying a lot of faith in our abilities when

we ourselves were not so confident of us! To name them here is tough because there

are so many of them who got us kick-started.

Uday : Any other challenges have you faced so far, on the way to establishing
yourself? And, how did you overcome these challenges?
Bindu : We have faced the usual challenges that any new company faces, nothing

extraordinary there. The best decision, which helped us carve out our success, as the

world knows it today, is to stick steadfastly to our niche of armed forces community,

despite all temptations that came on the way. Though this sticking to the niche was

part of our Vision, our initial strategy carried through till now, it also later turned out to

the best way we could have competed in this dog-eat-dog industry. Of course, sticking

to our fauji ethics and values, come what may, have been the icing on this delicious

cake.

Uday : What are your plans for the future?
Bindu : We have exciting plans for the future for our clients, for our team members and

for the company. We are going to induct more and more technology in the company to

make it a present-everywhere kind of service provider, expand beyond Indian

boundaries as far as products and services are concerned, become a more professional

company in terms of management structure and be the best and most preferred

employer for our team members. Lots of changes have been planned and are

underway. Despite the pandemic and its associated disruptions, we have launched our

‘HFI Version 2.0’ which will touch each and every part and aspect of our company to

make it more client-oriented and effective.
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Adapting to change - going from personal interaction to online due to Covid

Uday : How do you plan to tackle the challenges thrown at you in this COVID-19
situation? Has it actually affected you in any manner?
Bindu : To tell you very frankly, leave aside a couple of initial months in 2020, we

adapted our way of working very quickly due to our flexible structure and have really

not faced any grave challenges, so to say. We had some business dips but then that is

the part-and-parcel of doing business, nothing very alarming there.  In fact, we’ve

learnt hugely in this pandemic and actually changed the course of our ‘HFI 2.0’ plans

with the excellent learning of the past one year or so. We are looking more excitedly

at the future because we have rediscovered our strengths and realised that we are

strong enough to withstand earthquakes.

One passion that I personally have is to do good to others using our charity arm, HFI

Welfare Foundation, whatever we can contribute personally, our company can do and

our brand-equity among armed forces can do. We have done quite a bit during the

ongoing pandemic but I want to reach out to many more to alleviate the sufferings,

give boost to the youth to help them realise their potential and make a difference

wherever possible. That would be my dearest plan for the future.
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Recognising the efforts of the Team Members



Sanjeev misses his financial management talks in formations and institutions, but I am

very happy being stationed at one place and discovering life more and more. This also

helps me look after my aged parents who stay with us and I feel tremendously good

discharging my duties towards them in their twilight years.

Uday : What advice do you have, especially for spouses of defence officers, who
desire or aspire to be similarly independent?
Bindu : I would say very simple things to the defence spouses who want a similar

dream journey. Firstly, dream big. Once you are planning to get out of your cocoon,

then don’t get out for the sake of scoring small victories. Your aim should be to dream

big, but of course start with small steady steps, study success and failure stories, and

then go ahead and achieve what you wish to achieve, once your own baby steps

become firmer! Remember, if you aim at the Sun, your arrows may not reach the Sun,

but they will certainly fly higher than if you aim at your eye-level.

Secondly, there’s ‘No dream, too far’. Everything is as difficult to achieve as you think it

is. Remember Napolean’s ‘There’s no Alps’ line?  Thirdly, expect a fabulous ride of your

life like on a huge, mean roller-coaster! You will have frustrations, elations, fears and

victories. In the end, the only thing that will matter is did you give up on the way or did

you continue your X-country run despite fearing that you could be somewhere at the

end of the flock? Just continue with full faith in your initial decision to take it on, really

take it on head-long and you will finally win. No two-ways about it.

Lastly, a business, any business, constantly demands to intrude into your work-life

balance and sometimes, very violently. Take care of it. Sometimes you will have to let it

do it. Most of the time, be on your guard and don’t allow it!  Believe me, a business is

like a grand painting coming up. Sometimes it doesn’t make sense, sometimes you

even change the layout partly or fully, and even the colours mid-way, but a time will

come when you will start liking the way it has turned out and you will be really proud

of it.
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